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Summary  

The South Lokichar field discovery in 2012 fueled Kenya's desire to join the world's oil               

exporters countries and raised hopes of prosperity for the East African nation1, but the oil               

price collapse, the operator's own setbacks worldwide2 and the Covid crisis, cast doubts on              

the project viability.  

 

The Final Investment Decision (FID) was expected to take place during 2019 but it has been                

postponed3 and by January 2020, two partners of the consortium Total (25%) and Tullow              

(50%) aimed to sell part of their stakes.  

 

Open Oil and InVhestia revised its previous financial analysis of the Turkana Project (2018)              

to account for the effects of the 2020 market conditions and evaluate the economic viability               

of the Turkana project and the likelihood of an FID: 

 

The main conclusions of the new Turkana financial model are: 

 

● No current price projection could make the so-called Foundation Stage commercially           

viable for the contractors. 

● With prices below $53 per barrel, the National Oil Company of Kenya would not even 

reach breakeven and with prices below $72 it would not reach a positive NPV10.  

● Under almost any realistic price scenario, the Turkana project would achieve a point             

forward negative NPV with a production lower than 900 million barrels. 

● Rates of returns for the contractors proved to be low or inexistent under current 

market conditions and under all price scenarios projected. 

● Unless the consistent oil price recovers and the Consortium manages to position            

Turkana oil (which is more viscous and has more impurities than Brent) at a single               

digit discount to Brent price, the project viability is compromised. 

 

Considering the Kenya crude can be positioned in the market at a 5% discount4 to Brent as a                  

base scenario, the Consortium would need the oil price to be above $69 and a production of                 

at least 600 million barrels to reach commercial viability life of project. Likewise, it would               

require a target production of 900 million barrels to breakeven at a $56 price. (graphic) 

 

But this is an optimistic     

scenario as the project    

economics are delicate and    

1 https://businesstoday.co.ke/uhuru-oil-200000-barrels-tullow-export/ 
2https://www.reuters.com/article/us-m-a-oil-kenya/total-and-tullow-launch-joint-sale-of-stakes-in-kenyan-oil-
project-sources-idUSKBN1ZM1FZ  
3 https://www.upstreamonline.com/online/tullow-pushes-kenya-fid-out-to-next-year/2-1-643111 
4 See discount to brent section. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-m-a-oil-kenya/total-and-tullow-launch-joint-sale-of-stakes-in-kenyan-oil-project-sources-idUSKBN1ZM1FZ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-m-a-oil-kenya/total-and-tullow-launch-joint-sale-of-stakes-in-kenyan-oil-project-sources-idUSKBN1ZM1FZ


exposed to major risks: any delay in development, any cost overrun, a low oil market price                

or a less favorable discount to Brent could threaten the project entirely.  

 

In Africa, 67% of oil and gas megaprojects face cost overrun and 82% face schedule delays 

and worldwide, project estimated completion costs are, on average, 59% above the initial 

estimate. 5  

 

The oil price in early 2021 is hovering at around $50 per barrel, and the effects of Covid                  

crisis threaten to be long lasting. Even the most optimistic scenarios do not forecast prices               

will recover back at $60 until 20256, and under no current price projection accounting for               

energy transition could one expect a higher price scenario. 

 

But this is not a Kenya-exclusive problematic, similar scenarios are happening all across the              

world, economic conditions are proving unfavorable especially for new producing countries           

with no mature producing assets. 

 

The giant British Petroleum (BP) announced recently it is setting breakeven for all new oil               

projects within 10 years.7 BP, however, did not specify under which discount rate the new               

projects will be evaluated but an industry norm of 10% discount rate is usually applied to                

first investment due to several risks. Meanwhile the French company Total, which is the              

main investor in Uganda, has declared that it seeks a 15% rate of return after tax on new                  

projects.8  
 

Tullow and Total views might differ as each company generates its own risk analysis but               

applying the “BP test” to Turkana oil proves an interesting exercise: at any producing              

scenario under the current price the project wouldn't break even within 10 years. To reach a                

minimum positive NPV10 cash flow point forward in 10 years time, it would require a               

constant oil price of $50, a discount to Brent of 10%, and a production of 600 mmbbl or 900                   

mmbbl.  

 

The report finds similarly in Uganda that the current structuring of the deals around the               

petroleum sector would commit the state to $2.7 billion of direct liabilities to reach              

revenues which under all scenarios have reduced sharply from previous estimates, with            

higher risk. 

 

5 https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/45994813/ey-spotlight-on-oil-and-gas-megaprojects 
6https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/global-gas-output-set-to-fall-by-2point6-in-
2020-associated-gas-to-take-the-hardest-hit/ 
7 P 48 
https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/business-sites/en/global/corporate/pdfs/investors/bp-second-quarter-
2020-results-presentation-slides-and-script.pdf 
8 Understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-transition-on-Uganda-December-2-2020.pdf 
(climatepolicyinitiative.org) p6 

https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-transition-on-Uganda-December-2-2020.pdf
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-transition-on-Uganda-December-2-2020.pdf


The present report is an independent public-domain based financial analysis based on a             

discounted cash flow model of Kenya's long-term dream of becoming an oil exporter. This              

model is published under Creative Commons license. All data and assumptions are explicit             

and sourced. 

Turkana 2020 Financial Model  

Context  

 
The Turkana project, the set of onshore Blocks 10BA, 10BB and 13T, located in the South                

Lokichar basin were Kenya's first oil fields, and its development was expected to be sealed               

by a Final Investment Decision (FID) in 2019.  

 

But that FID has not yet arrived and market conditions are making it harder for the                

consortium formed by Tullow (50%), Total (25%) and Africa Oil (25%) to declare its              

investment commitment to develop the project, despite more than nearly $2 billion already             

spent in exploration.  

 

To make the FID happen, Tullow has acknowledged it would require $3 billion in capital               

expenditure, the company would be looking 70% of that investment to be covered by              

external financing9. 
 

Open Oil and InVhestia have partnered to produce a discounted cash flow financial model to               

analyse the viability of the project Turkana under the current immediate harsh environment             

and in the long-term energy transition scenario. 

 

Tullow announced in 201710 the Foundation Stage as the fastest way to go ahead and meet                

the Government of Kenya timeline expectations11. This phase would target 250 million            

barrels of recoverable resources and would allow progressive developments of the           

remaining resources.  

 

Open Oil and InVhestia analysed the project economics back in 2018. Under a much more               

optimistic price scenario than today's, the model was clearly suggesting the consortium            

would need to commit to a substantially higher production than they were publicly targeting              

mainly due to the need of balancing out the high fixed costs associated with the               

development of the field and the pipeline. 

 

9https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/business/yes-tullow-is-broke-but-not-out-our-focus-is-on-fid-by-year-e
nd-1437538 
10 https://www.tullowoil.com/investors/2017-annual-report pp28-29 
11 https://www.tullowoil.com/our-operations/africa/kenya/ 



Another key conclusion of the 2018 analysis was that the 20% participation of the National               

Oil Company would not yield extra profits until the 2030s. Those conclusions were based on               

a much more favorable scenario than the one facing the consortium today, with an              

expected price of 65$.  

 

But prices are not the only challenge for the consortium.  

 

Under the Early Oil Pilot Scheme (EOPS), Tullow managed to export the first barrels of oil,                

transporting it by road to the Indian Ocean port of Mombasa, to test not just the market                 

interest for the crude but also the logistics associated.  

 

The 200 00012 barrel cargo was sold at about $60, or a 5% discount to Brent at the time, a                    

better than expected valuation13 that led Tullow CEO, Paul McDade, to speak of a “second               

cargo in 2020”. However, only four months later, the EOPS was suspended. 

 

In an interview in early 2020, Tullow's Country Managing Director Martin Mbogo14 spoke             

about the uncertainties surrounding the project such as the final valuation of the crude and               

the difficulties associated with transporting the oil by trucking, alongside the "portfolio            

management issue" the company was facing.  

 

The Anglo-Irish operator is a mainly exploration-focused company with few mature           

producing assets worldwide. The discouraging results in Guyana and production problems in            

Ghana15 have plunged the company's share value. 

 

 

12 Several reports suggest between 200 000 to 250 000 barrels of oil export. Official figure is 200 000 
https://www.president.go.ke/2019/08/26/kenya-is-now-an-oil-exporting-country/ 
13https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/oil/110719-kenyas-first-crude-exports-wel
l-received-by-oil-market-tullow-ceo 
14https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/business/yes-tullow-is-broke-but-not-out-our-focus-is-on-fid-by-year-
end-1437538  Mbogo has since left the company. 
15 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/dec/09/tullow-oil-shares-ghana-stock-market-value 

https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/business/yes-tullow-is-broke-but-not-out-our-focus-is-on-fid-by-year-end-1437538
https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/business/yes-tullow-is-broke-but-not-out-our-focus-is-on-fid-by-year-end-1437538


Tullow Oil Share value over 5 years16 
 
Tullow (50%) declared in February 2020 it was looking to reduce its stake down to 30%.17 

Reuters reported Total (25%) is also interested to sell half of its 25% share.18  

Economic parameters and assumptions 

Resources and expected production  

 

Tullow has not upgraded its classification from “contingent resources” into actual reserves 

figures since 2018 despite continuous operations. The recoverable resources are estimated at 

240 million barrels (1C) or "high certainty", 560 million barrels (2C), "medium certainty" and 

more than 1.2 billion barrels (3C) in "low certainty"19.  

 

How capable the consortium is to convert those resources into reserves will depend on many 

factors, one of which is global oil price which has experienced a steady decline since 201820.  

 

The model uses therefore three development scenarios, based on Tullow recoverable resource 

estimation. It includes as first scenario, the development of only the Foundation Stage, which 

targets 250 million barrels (life of project, or “LoP”), and proposes two alternative scenarios of 

600 million barrels LoP and 900 million barrels LoP respectively.  

 
 
 
 

Costs  

 

16 https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/TLW:LN 
17https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/business/yes-tullow-is-broke-but-not-out-our-focus-is-on-fid-by-year-
end-1437538 
18https://www.reuters.com/article/us-m-a-oil-kenya/total-and-tullow-launch-joint-sale-of-stakes-in-kenyan-oil
-project-sources-idUSKBN1ZM1FZ 
19 https://www.tullowoil.com/our-operations/africa/kenya/ 
20 https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/oil-price?type=wti?utm_source=markets 

Production 
scenario 

Resources LOP (millions of 
barrels) 

Contingent resource 
category 

Foundation Stage 250 1C 

2C Expansion 600 2C 

2.5C Expansion 900 2.5C 



Exploration and appraisal costs are assumed to be $1.8 billion, in line with Tullow's own               
data21.  
 
The model assumes a capital expenditure for the first four years of the project amounting to                
2.9 $ billion regardless of the final production result, and calculates the consortium would              
require an extra $1b and $2b to proceed with for the further development of 2C and 2.5C                 
expansion respectively. 
 
The operating costs per barrel was estimated at $7 alongside a pipeline tariff of $10.7 per                
barrel. The project would require $1.1 billion to develop the pipeline.  
 
The model cost assumptions are optimistic and understate the financial risk. The model             
assumes no further delays in the development, this could push up project costs even              
further.  
 
Financing costs were not modelled.  
 

Price scenarios 

 
The Covid crisis made the global oil demand and prices plunge and despite the availability of                

price forecasts by the Energy Information Administration (EIA), the World Bank and private             

sector companies such as Rystad, it is unknown how a second and or third Covid wave                

worldwide could impact prices in the long term.  

 
The model contemplates the following price scenarios: the E.I.A. Energy Outlook 2020, base             

and low-price scenario (pre-Covid) and the World Bank energy transition price forecast 2019             

and 2020.  Prices range from $25 to $60 per barrel for 2021.  

 

As the graphic shows, the EIA low       

price case scenario is the most      

similar one to what would happen      

if the current prices of $40 per       

barrel are maintained over the     

long term. In any energy transition      

21https://www.pulselive.co.ke/bi/finance/tullow-oil-slaps-kenyan-government-with-a-sh204-billion-bill-for-disc
overing-turkanas/getby3n 

Costs breakdown 250 mmbbl 600 mmbbl 900 mmbbl 

Exploration costs $ 1.8 billion $ 1.8 billion $ 1.8 billion 

Development costs $2.9 billion $3.9 billion $4.9 billion 

Operating costs  $ 40/barrel $ 32/barrel $ 29/barrel 



scenario, the price would fall dramatically.  

 

Several analysts such as the World Bank22 predict a long-lasting impact on oil consumption              

due to behavioral changes associated with the pandemic, making the EIA Reference case             

scenario highly unlikely.  

 

A sustained recovery of the oil price beyond $60 is improbable23. An study by Boston               

Consulting Group indicate that oil demand may have peaked in 201924, while giant British              

Petroleum have warned the peak oil could take place in the early 2020s25. Others such as                

Rystad have projected the peak to happen in 2028.26 

 

The results of this analysis consider predominantly three scenarios: the EIA low price case, a               

constant price of $40 per barrel and the EIA reference case as base, low and high scenarios                 

respectively.  All prices are escalated by inflation at 1.73% pa.  

 

 
The model also provides the option for the user to test different constant prices. The option                

allows testing scenarios different to those previously described.  

Valuation of the crude 

 
The value under which the Kenyan oil can be sold remains a critical uncertain figure, the                

crude is known to be waxy and it is not entirely sure how the market will react. Chinese and                   

Indian markets are the main target buyers.27  

 
In August 2019, under the Early Oil Pilot Scheme (EOPS), Tullow sold a 200 000-barrel cargo                

to ChemChina at a U$3.5/b discount to Brent, a better than expected valuation28. Given that               

22 https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/oil-market-outlook-lasting-scars-pandemic 
23https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/09/oil-bp-report-climate-change-environment-renewable-plastic/ 
24https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/electric-power/062320-oil-fossil-fuel-dem
and-may-have-peaked-in-2019-thanks-to-covid-19-report 
25 https://www.ft.com/content/7a6d5cb2-0e7e-4ea5-8662-5ac75c4c0694 
26https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/covid-19-and-energy-transition-will-expedi
te-peak-oil-demand-to-2028-and-cut-level-to-102-million-bpd/ 
27https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/oil/110719-kenyas-first-crude-exports-wel
l-received-by-oil-market-tullow-ceo 
28https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/oil/110719-kenyas-first-crude-exports-wel
l-received-by-oil-market-tullow-ceo 

Three main price scenarios Source 

Low Constant price October 2020  

Base EIA low oil price case 

High EIA Reference Case 



the average brent price for that month reached $59.0429, that would represent a 6%              

discount to Brent.  

 

However, the government was expecting a much higher discount rate, pricing the barrel at              

only $4330, a 28% discount rate to August 2019 prices. This model assumes a 10% discount                

rate to Brent, which can be considered a middle point between both, the previous              

expectations and the realised price. 

Fiscal regime  

 

The fiscal regime was modeled based on Kenya's model contract31. The official legal             

agreement between the Government of Kenya and Tullow has not yet been published. 

 

 

 
A windfall profits tax is levied when the price of Turkana blend rises above the equivalent of                 

$50 per barrel at the date of signature in 2010, indexed against a USD consumer price                

inflation index.  

 

This threshold would translate into $ 62.51 for 2023, the targeted year for the debut of                

commercial production.  

 
The National Oil Corporation of Kenya (NOCK) has the option to a back-in right of 20%, that                 

can be exercised at the time the Contractor declares commerciality. This model assumes             

NOCK exercises that right and finances its participation by a standard industry practice:             

29https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/electric-power/062320-oil-fossil-fuel-dem
and-may-have-peaked-in-2019-thanks-to-covid-19-report 
30 https://internationalfinance.com/kenya-to-export-first-ever-oil-consignment-worth-12-mn/ 
31 https://resourcecontracts.org/contract/ocds-591adf-0127496790/view#/%20 

Fiscal Regime 

Cost Recovery limit  60% 

Windfall tax 26% 

Government participation 20% 

Threshold price per barrel ($) 50  

Turkana County profit split cap 20% 

Turkana community Profit Split share 5% 

Turkana community Profit Split share 25% 



borrowing from cash flows in the project. As with any loan, its participation is financed with                

an interest rate attached. 

 

In that case, NOCK must pay 20% of all costs from that point forward and interests before                 

receiving any revenue. The interest rate has been assumed to be LIBOR plus five percent               

(5%). LIBOR has been assumed at 0.30% setting the total interest rate for the NOCK loan at                 

5.30%. 

 

At the minimum production level expected, the NOCK would be required to borrow $600              

million in principal, the 20% of the capital expenditure required.  

Turkana Findings  

Project overall commerciality  

 

Under the price scenarios used the Foundation Stage of 250 million barrels is not              

commercially viable,especially due to the current oil price and forecasts.  

 

An FID will be driven by “point forward” economics: the economic viability of the project               

once the FID is declared, disregarding the sunk investment in exploration and appraisal.  

 

As an industry norm, the minimum point forward rate of return (IRR) in order to declare FID                 

is 10%. 

 

If the Consortium decides to commit only to the Foundation Stage, it would need the prices                

to reach a constant 70$ (escalated by inflation) and not to overrun costs to reach a point                 

forward rate of return near to 10% with a positive NPV10.  

 

This scenario does not take into consideration the burden of financing costs -that could              

reach 70% of capex. 

 

But even committing to higher production does not guarantee to solve the commerciality             

problem. Structural decline in the oil price and the inevitable energy transition might pose a               

threat to the commercial viability for the consortium eyes. 

 



Assuming a 900 million barrels production at a 10% discount rate to Brent, and $40 per                

barrel (October 2020 prices adjusted by inflation) the project would yield a post-tax rate of               

return of only 3.45% full cycle and 8.34% point forward. And a negative point forward               

NPV10 of $147 million. 

 

To reach a positive point forward NPV10 cash flow, the project would require at least a                

constant oil price of $40 producing 900 mmbbl and a constant $43 producing 600 mmbbl.               

These figures also rely on very optimistic cost assumptions. 

 

The different project economics using the three main price scenarios can be appreciated             

below: 

 

 
 
But price is not the only reason why production would require to be higher.  

 

The development and pipeline costs are significant. To reach commercial viability, under any             

scenario of production, the consortium would require at least $3 billion. A higher production              

could bring down costs per barrel. 

 

The graphic below shows the projected unit costs per barrel, on the left hand side are the                 

costs of producing 250 million barrels and, on the right, the costs of producing 900 million                

per barrel.  

 

Production 
 LOM 

Contractor NPV10 IRR Point Forward 

Low 
scenario 
$million 

Base 
scenario 
$million 

High 
scenario 
$million 

Low 
scenario 

Base 
scenario 

High 
scenario 

Foundation Stage ($477) ($434) $377  0.00% 1.41% 15.76% 

2C Expansion ($278) ($161) $1081  6.28% 8.02% 22.03% 

2.5 Expansion ($147) $25 $1585  8.34% 10.26% 25.78% 



 

The graphic above shows the reduction of costs is significant on exploration and             

development, while operations and pipeline costs remain very similar even with an increase             

in production, mostly related to inflation.  

 

The price to produce a barrel could go down $10 if the production is expanded. 

NOC viability 

 
The Kenyan government can choose to exercise its 20% right to back-in-stake after the              

company declares commerciality (FID). The 2018 model forecasted that such participation           

would generate a modest revenue for the National Oil Corporation of Kenya (NOCK) and              

modest impact for the country's revenues flowing only during the 2030s.  

 

The scenario today is different: The model shows that at the current price scenario the               

NOCK not only wouldn't be receiving any revenue at all during the lifetime of the project but                 

it could not afford to repay its debt to the Consortium.  

 

If prices go below $53, every cent earned by NOCK, under any production scenario, would               

go to pay its debt with respective interests to the contractors and it wouldn't suffice.  

 

For the NOCK to breakeven and generate the minimum profit (NPV0), constant prices would              

require a minimum of $49 and production to be 900 million barrels. To reach a positive                

NPV10, NOCK would require an even more challenging price scenario: $73 per barrel.             

Assuming no overrun of costs.  

 

Forecasting a slight oil price recovery to a constant $60 per barrel32, the NOCK would               

breakeven in 2038 and would only generate $516 million.  

32 
https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/global-gas-output-set-to-fall-by-2point6-in-
2020-associated-gas-to-take-the-hardest-hit/ 



 

The model assumes an interest rate LIBOR + 5, however, the interest rate proves to have                

relative impact to NOCK economics, but not substantially changing the end result: the weak              

viability. The graphic shows what would the NOCK life of project cash flows be producing               

900 mmbbl under different market prices and interest rates. It assumes the crude is sold at                

6% discount to Brent.  

 

 

 Interest rates tested are LIBOR+3 and LIBOR +5, where LIBOR is assumed at 0.3%.  

Brent discount  

 
The Consortium first exported cargo of 200 00033 barrels left Kenya in August 2019 to test                

-among other elements- the market reaction, producing a surprisingly better than expected            

result with a $3.5 discount to Brent. Despite this, the real discount price to Brent is                

unpredictable.  

 

The model assumes a 6% discount and all model assumptions are based on that premise.               

However, a higher discount to Brent could make some scenarios change: the higher the              

discount brent, the lower the chance that the project can become viable.  

 

Government take 

 
In the scenario of oil prices recovering up to $60 and showing high possibilities to remain 

constant, the consortium could decide to declare an FID.  In such a case, the undiscounted 

33 https://www.president.go.ke/2019/08/26/kenya-is-now-an-oil-exporting-country/ 



total government take would reach 61% of a 900-million-barrel field.  The graphic below 

shows the distribution of profits in such a scenario.  

 
The current report does not include      

a detailed overview of government     

allocation to county government    

given the unlikelihood of the     

project going forward under    

current fiscal and market    

conditions. But a disclosure of it can       

be found in the model. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Uganda Findings: report from OpenOil 

Note: the Uganda section of this report has been prepared by OpenOil alone. 

 

The study also reviews the situation in Uganda, which has been in a similar situation to                

Kenya in terms of discovered petroleum resources where a Final Investment Decision has             

yet to be taken. In this case, OpenOil has developed a model of the upstream in Uganda,                 

based on an understanding of the project economics and fiscal terms offered there.34  

 

Results from the model show similar issues to the upstream sector in Kenya: past              

predictions of both revenues to the state and investor returns were based on higher prices               

and business-as-usual scenarios. These have all but collapsed under 2020 market conditions            

and the increasing prevalence of energy transition thinking affecting long-term estimates of            

prices. As with Kenya, the long lead times for the development of the project risk a scenario                 

in which substantial amounts of oil are not delivered to market until the end of the 2020s,                 

by which time under prices most energy transition scenarios are in structural and             

irreversible decline. The revenues needed to recover substantial long-term capital          

investments disappear at precisely the time when oil production reaches its zenith. 

 

In Uganda these problems are accentuated by a greater need for state financial             

commitment and liability to the sector than in Kenya. In both countries there is the question                

of direct state participation in the project, at the level both of upstream development in the                

fields, and participation in the long pipelines necessary to deliver the oil to the Indian Ocean                

and international markets. But Uganda also faces the additional commitment of investment            

in a large planned refinery at Hoima, and other infrastructural developments needed to             

develop the fields. 

Context 

 

The first discoveries were made in Uganda in 2006, and production licenses were issued in               

2013. Since then, however, processes to develop the fields have been bogged down in              

debate on several issues. Because Uganda wants development of oil to improve access to              

energy inside the country it has been negotiating for a large-scale refinery to be built in                

addition. The international companies managing the licenses – Total and CNOOC - have             

been reluctant to commit to this, as they are uncertain of pricing and payment terms in the                 

national market, and export of the remaining oil would become less competitive if the high               

fixed costs of building a 1,300 km pipeline to the Indian Ocean had to be spread across                 

fewer barrels going down it. After many years, an agreement was reached in principle              

between investors and the governments of Uganda and Tanzania to build the East African              

34 Unlike Turkana, the Ugandan model cannot be published as it was originally developed on a confidential 
basis. 



Crude Oil Pipeline (EACOP) but only after the government of Uganda agreed to substantial              

liabilities in the building of the pipeline, as well as a 10 year tax holiday for the joint venture                   

company to be created to run it. There were also two major tax disputes between the                

government and a succession of companies who own and operate the licenses. 

Viability 

Project economics in Uganda are substantially affected by two factors: the fact that the              

grade of crude oil in the Lake Albert fields is deemed to be “waxy” and so will sell at a                    

considerable discount to the Brent international benchmark.35 Secondly, when it is           

transported to market it needs to pass down a long pipeline which needs to be heated.                

These two elements combined lead to a potential discount in terms of cash flows equal to                

between $20 and $25 per barrel compared to spot prices for Brent on international              

markets. This then has a proportionately greater impact on cash flows, and still more on               

investor rates of return, when prices are low.  

 

Under a constant price assumption of $50, declared by Total as being its long-term target               

price, the investor rate of return is under 10% both in the model developed by OpenOil and                 

in three other models reviewed. When an energy transition price scenario is introduced,             

such as the one based on the IMF working paper and integrated into the Turkana model, it                 

collapses to 3% to 5%. This is uninvestible on any normal commercial basis. CNOOC, like               

other state-owned oil companies operating in Africa, may have considerations other than            

profits driving investment decisions. But since Total is currently the majority partner and             

operator, it is unlikely a Final Investment Decision will go ahead under the current structure.               

This has led to speculation that the international companies may seek further concessions.             

This could either be to extend a tax holiday which has already been granted to the                

midstream pipeline operation to the upstream production, or for the government to            

abandon its long-cherished plan to develop a sizeable refinery in Uganda, to free up more               

oil for export, or both.36 Any fiscal concessions would further weaken the financial gain to               

Uganda from future development of the industry. 

Financial Liabilities 

The state of Uganda is committed to significant financial liability if the FID goes ahead on the 

currently expected basis. Following is a list of the direct liabilities: 

 

 

 

 

35 Early studies indicated between 10% and 16%, though differentials between crude oil grades can vary in 
both absolute and relative terms over time. 
36 Understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-transition-on-Uganda-December-2-2020.pdf 
(climatepolicyinitiative.org) pp8ff 

https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-transition-on-Uganda-December-2-2020.pdf
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Understanding-the-impact-of-a-low-carbon-transition-on-Uganda-December-2-2020.pdf


 

In addition, the state is also committed to paying for other infrastructure needed to help               

develop the fields, such as roads in remote areas. Uganda also carries indirect liabilities              

higher than this in the event of investor default.  

Conclusions 

Both the Kenyan and Ugandan upstream petroleum sectors are at risk under a combination              

of depressed prices in the short-term and energy transition in the medium- to long-term.  

 

Rates of returns for the contractors in both cases are low or inexistent under current market                

conditions and under all price scenarios projected, suggesting either that neither Turkana or             

Lake Albert projects will go ahead, or that companies, who in both cases sought and               

obtained tax breaks, would see significant further concessions in the fiscal regime in order              

to go ahead.  

 

37 Assumes UNOC is responsible only for proportion of capex to be spent after a final investment decision 
20-22024-1_c7 1..90 (tullowoil.com) p101 

 Cost Uganda Stake Uganda Liability 

Upstream Devt. $4.3 billion37 15% $640 million 

Refinery $4 billion 40% $1.6 billion (UNOC) 

Pipeline $3.6 billion 15% $540 million (UNOC) 

Total $13.6 billion  $2.8 billion 

https://www.tullowoil.com/application/files/6715/9247/0563/Circular_Final.pdf

